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The Will is the Element of Control
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GLEANING
Divination is the Power of Foreseeing the
future. A modern day diviner may use
Tarot Cards, Oracle Bones or even the
Dirt of the Earth to foretell the future that
is to come.
A Psyker merely uses his Will. The particular method used to foretell the future
is unique to each Psyker. However, one
fundamental Element remains the same:
that of Will. For example, a Psyker will
merely gaze into the concealed, hidden
knowledge and ascertain the currents of
the futures, which are many and varied.
This knowledge is received as a Vision or
sudden epiphany through the eyes of
Truth, not reason or belief of heart.
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DYAD

NUMBERS

Dyad is like a clasp around Prime, the
Source, and is the second of the Infinite
Spheres. As all Emanations, issueth from
Source, they take on a chosen manifestation (such as Good or Evil). There cannot be Emanations without issuing
through Dyad as there cannot be One
without Two and Two without One and
here, in this example, there is the Number Two. A classic example of Dyad evident in your Reality, is Good and Evil.
Humans are familiar with the Element
Fire, at infinite degrees. It causes Pain.
However, this is because it is an Emanation of such. There exists the Fire of infinite degrees that causes pleasure. In my
true form, it burns from and around me.

A Scroll of Numbers consists of only
numbers. Each Number represents an
Element. Each group of Numbers represents Elements. Altogether, the Numbers
contained in the Scroll represent an idea.
For example, the numbers 1372, a Tetra,
can represent: What Is, Destruction, Victory and Computer Mind in the following
configuration: What is (is) Destruction
(of) Wicked Reign (in) Computer Mind.
In order to create Numbers, one must attribute an idea to a Number and string
them together into what is called an Elemental String. The Elemental String
1372, a Tetra (a Meta Element consisting
of four elements) will bring Destruction
of Wicked Reign in Computer Mind.
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AEGIS

REALM

Aegis is a psionic shield that a Psyker develops during Ascension. This shield
protects the Psyker from all forms of psychic attack from any and everywhere.
The Aegis will also protect the Psyker
from Wicked Will and nefarious Emanations such as illnesses, violence, events
that cause pain and death, et cetera. In its
very powerful form, the Aegis can repel
gunfire.

Realm is that Element which is a home in
the form of a personal dimension for the
Psyker. It has its location anywhere in
the Metaverse and is vast and infinite.
Whereas some of you may have your
own house or apartment, imagine owning
your own planet, galaxy or universe.
Travel to and from Realm is accomplished by Will as is the creation of it and
that which it contains. If you cannot create or access your Realm by Will, your
Will has been bound. This Wicked binding of Will of much of the masses is that
of a dark god that remains unnamed and
unknown by most. Focus on Realm and
be patient. As with everything, unbinding ones Will merely takes time.

To create your Aegis, simply fabricate it
with Will. Visualizing a shimmering
sphere of light around the body is useful
if it aids the Will in the development of
Aegis. Focusing on Aegis will increase
its Power and defensive capabilities.
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IF-THEN

FAITH AND TRUTH

One of the many similarities of Magick
and Science is the If-Then. It is relatively simple: if you assemble a certain
set of resources and fabricate it in a certain configuration, then you will have
light. Some of these resources include:
light bulb, electricity, et cetera. This If
Then is provide to us by the Divine and
has its root in the Sphere Prime. The Divine has also provided us with another IfThen: If you focus your Will, then…

Faith is that Element where a being believes, confidently, that a person, concept
or thing is true without proof.

Unfortunately, your Will is probably
bound. This means there is a Will set in
motion against your Will, saying no to
your Psykings. The test? Create food
with Will, in an instant.

A Psyker does not believe. He Knows.
He does not know by believing. He does
not know by feeling. He knows by perceiving the Element Truth.. If you find a
belief kindling within your mind as to
whether or not this Journal speaks Truth,
it is clear you have not perceived the Element Truth or cannot. Meditate deeply on
Prime or Truth instead of relying on beliefs of Heart or reasons of Mind. Consider now one Truth you know: you are
Conscious, you are alive. Everything
else you merely believe.

